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- The year 1880 was Minneapolis’s first year as the “Milling Capital of the World.” What percentage of Minnesota farmland was planted with wheat? 70%
- How are these two things connected? Example: If there was not a lot of wheat then there would not have been as many flour mills. Maybe it would have been other mills!
- What are two ways these immigrant families use flour? Examples: Tortillas, tamales, sabaayid (flat bread), nalésniki (crépes), noodles
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- What is this machine? ROLLER MILL
- Why is it better than a mill stone? Example: It was faster, better at grinding flour, made grinding flour easier
- Minneapolis went through many changes as it grew into a city. What does Minneapolis mean? (Origins of Minneapolis) Minnehaha = Dakota for “waterfall” Polis = Greek for “city”
- What originally used the Stone Arch Bridge? (Shaping the City) Trains
- What transportation system opened up the suburbs for settlement in 1886? (Growth of the City) Streetcars
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Logic questions. Answers are up to the student to determine.